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INFORMATION
Neither CES nor the Trust has corrected or edited the candidates’ statements in any way. The 
views expressed on the following pages are those of the candidates only, and similarly the 
statements of fact and assertions expressed are made solely by the candidates and have not 
been validated by the Trust.

If you require these election statements in large print or in other languages, please contact  
Ciara Hutchinson at CES on 020 8365 8909, or via email at ciara.hutchinson@cesvotes.com
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Gordon Baynes

Retired Farm 
Manager 
understanding 
NHS Doctors 
Surgery/Hospital 
needs of rural 
and market town 
residents in our 
changing world.
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Florence Bevan

I value the NHS 
and hope to 
continue to 
support its aims 
for excellence 
of care in this 
community.
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Derek Blackman

Volunteering 
in the Hospital 
for 20 years; 
coupled with my 
successful career 
would contribute 
compassion and 
pragmatism to 
the committee.
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Allen Drain

I have experience 
working in 
public services 
construction and 
volunteering for 
National Trust, 
Suffolk Police, 
the Hospital, 
international 
sporting events.
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Michael Durham

I was a public 
Governor @ The 
Whittington 
Hospital for 5 
years until we 
moved to Great 
Barton.
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Keith John Foss

I am retired, 
therefore I have 
time

I have been 
through as 
patient and 
now a volunteer 
passionate about 
NHS
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Photograph 
not received

Robin Howe

After three 
years as a Public 
Governor, I 
would like the 
opportunity to 
continue this 
rewarding role.
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Mark Krempel

 I am a clear 
thinking, 
thoughtful and 
positive person 
who listens 
before speaking. 
Determined 
without being 
confrontational 
and highly 
motivated.
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Ben Lord

An 
enthusiastically, 
dynamic 
individual looking 
to enhance my 
ongoing support 
for WSH through 
improving 
healthcare for all 
in West Suffolk.
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Candidates were asked to say in no more than 20 words why you should vote for them. You can read this 
below, and read answers to two further questions from page 5 onwards.
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Roy Mawford

I offer 
considerable 
health services 
experience:
- NHS Director 
appointments (12 
years)
- Governing Body 
memberships (8)

- Local Authority Chief Executive (14)
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Gordon McKay

I have lived in 
Bury for 56 years 
and I feel I know 
the area very well.
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Jayne Neal

A Governor for 
three years, I 
have a sound 
understanding 
of the role and 
experience of 
actively raising 
patient concerns 
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Adrian Frances David 
William 
Osborne

I am committed 
and determined 
to preserve, 
protect and 
enhance our NHS 
and be a strong 
voice. 
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Joe Pajak

I am committed 
to serving on the 
Governor Council 
to ensure West 
Suffolk has the 
best, integrated, 
health care 
services.
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John Eric Porter

Although now 
retired I’ve had 
over thirty years 
self-employment 
as Executive / 
Business Coach 
working in 
companies at 
almost every level.
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Stephen Poulton

Being retired I am 
able to give time 
to help shape 
the future of our 
hospital in our 
community
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Margaret A. Rutter

Previous 
experience as a 
Trust Governor. 
My determination 
to improve the 
standards and 
services provided 
to patients, 
visitors and staff.
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Jane Skinner

An experienced 
Governor I am 
committed, 
more than ever, 
to represent 
your interests 
to the Trust and 
challenge as 
appropriate.
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Photograph 
not received
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Liz Steele

I became a 
governor in 2014,  
as lead governor, 
I represent 
the public and 
community with 
diligence and 
compassion.

Page 11  

Clive Wilson

I am a local 
service user who 
would bring 
enthusiasm 
and informed 
common sense to 
the development 
of the Trust.

Page 11 

CONTENTS 
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Gordon Baynes

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

Retired Farm Manager understanding NHS Doctors Surgery/Hospital needs of rural and market town 
residents in our changing world.

Why do you want to be a governor?

To represent Brandon residents views and concerns of West Suffolk Hospital now and with the future 
new Hospital. To give something back to the Hospital for the dedicated Doctors and Staff, who treated 
my late wifes Heart Failure and Cancer.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

As a retired manager I am used to negotiating with and listening to, other people  representing their views with day to day 
and future problems. I have had to make many financial decisions and can understand some can be unpopular.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Florence Bevan

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I value the NHS and hope to continue to support its aims for excellence of care in this community.

Why do you want to be a governor?

Having served for 3 years, latterly as Deputy Lead Governor and Chair of a sub-committee, I hope to 
continue serving and representing the public interest in local healthcare.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

I have gained an understanding of the complexities of local healthcare and have worked to promote the 
voice of patient experience.

I have served for 7 years on the research ethics committee, and 10 years as a hospital volunteer chair of a small international 
charity.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Derek Blackman

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

Volunteering in the Hospital for 20 years; coupled with my successful career would contribute  
compassion and pragmatism to the committee.

Why do you want to be a governor?

To maintain the continued wellbeing of the Hospital.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

Prior to retirement I was a mechanical engineer specialising in precision mechanisms, I worked for 36 
years at Vinten Broadcast. 

As Works manager, I was responsible for up to 240 staff, production output, purchasing machine tools and advising other 
companies in the group, later becoming a Director Trustee of the Group Pension fund.

Therefore, I have a formidable knowledge of management as well as fundamental operations.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None
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Allen Drain

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I have experience working in public services construction and volunteering for National Trust, Suffolk 
Police, the Hospital, international sporting events.

Why do you want to be a governor?

I want to offer my experience to the Trust, after being a patient and volunteer in hospitals.  Particularly to 
help understand the challenges and organization of constructing a new hospital.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

New and modifying infrastructure, the control of costs between capital, operating and indirect. Including 
understanding construction drivers, identifying and challenging to assist finding the best solution.

Work experience:- delivery of transport infrastructure, specialist care, hotels, organizing Meals on Wheels services.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Michael Durham

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I was a public Governor @ The Whittington Hospital for 5 years until we moved to Great Barton.

Why do you want to be a governor?

Now semi-retired I have time to devote to the NHS and wish to be able to contribute my knowledge.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

As a Chartered Surveyor for 40+ years I consider my contribution might be useful and enjoyed meeting 
patients at Whittington.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Keith John Foss

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I am retired, therefore I have time

I have been through as patient and now a volunteer passionate about NHS

Why do you want to be a governor?

To input some of my experience into helping the Trust run smoothly giving my idea’s on improvements or 
cost saving

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

 Knowledge learnt from two years in endoscopy volunteering energy, new ideas having delt with 
customers and suppliers in my own business before retiring

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Photograph 
not received
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Robin Howe

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

After three years as a Public Governor, I would like the opportunity to continue this rewarding role. 

Why do you want to be a governor?

I feel the NHS is going through a particularly challenging time and that Public Governors can help it 
navigate through them by acting as an interface between the Trust and the community it serves.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

My previous roles as Magistrate, Councillor and NHS employee give me a wide range of skills including 
active listening, decision making and appropriate questioning. My Diploma in Management Studies 

supports my ability to relate to and work with senior leaders.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: Labour
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Mark Krempel

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I am a clear thinking, thoughtful and positive person who listens before speaking. Determined without 
being confrontational and highly motivated.

Why do you want to be a governor?

I have lived and worked in Bury St Edmunds for over 30 years and now that my work commitments are 
reducing I would like to give something back to the community that has served me well.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

I am a qualified Chartered Accountant and have spent most of my working life in business, managing 
all aspects of a private enterprise, from personnel to customers, products to presentation, finance and budgeting to general 
administration

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Ben Lord

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

An enthusiastically, dynamic individual looking to enhance my ongoing support for WSH through 
improving healthcare for all in West Suffolk.

Why do you want to be a governor?

Having acted as Lead Community Stroke Prevention Ambassador alongside raising a substantial amount 
of awareness and charitable funds for WSH Orthopaedics through My WiSH Charity, I’m incredibly 
passionate in helping see WSH become a local centre of healthcare excellence.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

Managing a successfully expanding business portfolio since leaving school 15 years ago, I am increasingly recognised for skills 
in finance, management, communication and engagement in both business and local community roles including becoming 
the youngest Chairman of Ixworth Parish Council.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: Conservative Party
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None
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Roy Mawford

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I offer considerable health services experience:

- NHS Director appointments (12 years)

- Governing Body memberships (8)

- Local Authority Chief Executive (14)

Why do you want to be a governor?

Having made positive contributions for 20 years to the management and governance of other health 
service organisations, and worked successfully for 14 years in partnership with the NHS, I’d like now to 

contribute to my local hospital as a governor.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

I’m keen to continue my involvement with health services, having recently completed a successful eight-year term as a 
charitable hospital governor.  I understand governance, strategy, risk management, scrutiny and accountability.  I’m also an 
active supporter of my local community.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Gordon McKay

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I have lived in Bury for 56 years and I feel I know the area very well.

Why do you want to be a governor?

I have been a volunteer at the hospital for 6 years so I feel that I can contribute to the running of the 
hospital

Also I have lived in France for 10 years so I have an insight to the French Health Service

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

I have spent all my working life in Industry so perhaps I have a different viewpoint to life and people.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Jayne Neal

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

A Governor for three years, I have a sound understanding of the role and experience of actively raising 
patient concerns 

Why do you want to be a governor?

I remain strongly committed to the ethos of the Trust and welcome the opportunity to continue to speak 
up on behalf of patients, whilst both challenging and supporting the Board.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

My public sector career of 30+ years has given me a broad range of administrative and managerial skills.  
I am a good listener, supportive colleague and experienced at working collaboratively.  Attendance at Governor training 
events has strengthened my understanding of the operational challenges and work of the NHS.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None
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Adrian Frances David William Osborne

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I am committed and determined to preserve, protect and enhance our NHS and be a strong voice. 

Why do you want to be a governor?

There are many challenge’s facing the West Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust and I want to be a governor to 
help ensure that I represent our community’s interests and have a say in the shaping of our local services.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

I consider myself a real people person and a good communicator.

I feel real compassion for people and their problems.

I understand the need to work in partnership with other organisations. I appreciate the important role our voluntary 
organisations play

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: Conservative
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Dr Joe Pajak

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I am committed to serving on the Governor Council to ensure West Suffolk has the best, integrated, 
health care services.

Why do you want to be a governor?

My family has lived in Suffolk for many years and benefits from the range and quality of NHS services. 
It would be a privilege to use my knowledge and experience to support further improvement in local 
health services.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

I have worked as director of a local authority, of a national children’s charity, and trustee of a disability charity. My experience 
of serving local communities, challenging at board level, and currently as a governor, provide relevant knowledge and 
expertise.  

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

John Eric Porter

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

Although now retired I’ve had over thirty years self-employment as Executive / Business Coach working 
in companies at almost every level.

Why do you want to be a governor?

Since retirement I still have the desire to want to help people and organisations to exceed their 
expectations

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

o Encouraging an empowered culture. 

o Effective Time Management and Organisation skills.

o Developing teams to work together. 

o Motivating and Encouraging individuals to achieve

o Focusing on an all round quality environment”

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None
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Stephen Poulton

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

Being retired I am able to give time to help shape the future of our hospital in our community

Why do you want to be a governor?

I would love to help shape the hospital service at this challenging and exciting time. The hospital is an 
integral part of our community and I would like to help move it forward into tomorrow. 

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

Born in Newmarket I have spent all of my life in West Suffolk. My children were born in Newmarket & Bury 
hospitals, and we have lived in the town over 40yrs. Now widowed I have experienced end of life services. 

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Margaret A. Rutter

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

Previous experience as a Trust Governor. My determination to improve the standards and services 
provided to patients, visitors and staff.

Why do you want to be a governor?

So I can use my knowledge and experiences to help improve on the Trusts performances and ratings 
achieving an exceptional service to patients, visitors and staff. Also in some small way to repay the Trust 
for their dedication to others.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

I have a vast experience in many fields, including accounts, statistics, security, law, claims and personal as well as an active 
intrest in local affairs. All of which, I feel, makes me a suitable candidate for being a Trust Governor

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Jane Skinner

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

An experienced Governor I am committed, more than ever, to represent your interests to the Trust and 
challenge as appropriate.

Why do you want to be a governor?

A retired critical care nurse I wish to continue to support patients and carers. If re-elected I will provide 
continuity and situational awareness. The next few years may be the most difficult our Trust and NHS 
have yet encountered.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

I draw on experience gained as a nurse, patient and Trust Governor. An effective communicator, I have a sound knowledge of 
the role of the Governor and importantly my duty to represent the voice of the public to the Trust.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Photograph 
not received
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Liz Steele

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I became a governor in 2014, as lead governor, I represent the public and community with diligence and 
compassion.

Why do you want to be a governor?

I have worked hard as a governor, I feel that the new challenges ahead, especially the  development of a 
new hospital, will be demanding. I feel I have the experience and skills to be part of this exciting project 
in West Suffolk.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

My experience and knowledge of governance comes from attending all training and meetings .  My inclusion in the Eastern 
Area Lead Governors association ensures that our hospital is fairly provided for and represented.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: Conservative
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None

Clive Wilson

In no more than 20 words, tell the voters why they should vote for you.

I am a local service user who would bring enthusiasm and informed common sense to the development 
of the Trust.

Why do you want to be a governor?

I believe it is important for the community to have an input into the direction and priorities of the Trust. 
It has an impact on all local familie   s and I want to give something back to support its continuing 
importance.

What skills do you think you could bring to the role?

I have an extensive range of management experience at senior level in addition to my finance background. This includes 
strategy development; risk analysis; people development; project management; and team building; all by interacting 
effectively with internal and external contacts.

Declaration of Interests:
Political Party: None
Financial or other interest in the Trust: None
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